Influence of surface free energies and cohesion parameters on pharmaceutical material interaction parameters-theoretical simulations.
The aim of this study was to perform simulations of the influence of surface free energies and cohesion parameters on various interaction parameters within binary systems. Using predictive equations derived from surface free energies and cohesion parameters originally proposed by Wu (2, 3) and by Rowe (4), values of interfacial tension, spreading and reduced spreading coefficients, interaction parameter and strength of interaction were simulated by means of a data processor. The influence of polar and disperse fractions of the two interacting materials was also examined. From the simulations, boundary conditions could be drawn: minimum interfacial tension, positive spreading coefficient, reduced spreading coefficient superior to unity, maximum value of the interaction parameter or of the strength of interaction. Simulations of the various parameters will help the formulator to select proper materials, eg. an agent that will efficiently bind some powdered substrate, a film-forming agent that will properly coat given cores or a material that will enhibit high interaction with a substrate.